Efficia
CMS200 Central
Monitoring System

Cost-eﬀective
central monitoring
You strive to provide high quality care, on a limited
budget, for large numbers of patients. A cost-eﬀective
way to centralize your monitoring can make a
significant contribution to helping your staﬀ work
efficiently. The Efficia CMS200 Central Monitoring
System works with your Efficia CM Series, Goldway
G30E/G40E or SureSigns VM1 patient monitors to
support not just centralized monitoring and alarming,
but also enhanced access to historical patient data.
We have designed the Efficia CMS200 with core
functionality that allows you to deliver excellent
care while tackling cost goals. When budget and
quality matter, the choice is Philips Efficia.

Key advantages
• User interface is easy to use
and quick to learn
• Reliability at a cost‑eﬀective
price, for a low total cost
of ownership
• Centralized monitoring,
secondary alarming, bi‑directional
communication of selected
settings, and data review
including full disclosure data,
for efficient workﬂows
• HL7 output to third party EMR
or HIS systems
• ADT inbound2
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Flexible and easy to use
The Efficia CMS200 lets you display waveforms, parameters, and alarms from
networked patient monitors for up to 64 patients. You can configure the layout
of the pages and sectors to make it easy to access the wealth of information at
your disposal, whether you are examining the details from up close, or glancing
from a distance.
In addition to viewing a patient’s physiological data in real-time, you can also
review it – including all the waveforms in full disclosure – from up to the previous
ten days, for example, to investigate changes in his or her condition.

Easy setup and install
The Efficia CMS200 includes everything you need
(including keyboard, mouse, speaker, and network
switch) to attach to your patient monitoring network
and get started right away. The easy‑to-understand
operation and the integrated Instructions for Use can
save you time on training.
Enhance your alarm management capabilities
The Efficia CMS200 is a secondary alarm device, gathering
physiological and technical alarms across the network,
providing audible and visual notification, and giving you
the option of acknowledging them at the central station.
In addition, the Efficia CMS200 can forward monitoring
data from the networked monitors to your EMR.

Control the monitor with remote access
With the Efficia CMS200 you initiate certain functions
on the monitor from the central station. You can share
patient demographics, start or stop NBP measurements,
and silence alarms from the central. This allows you to
focus on providing productive care for your patients
from beyond the bedside.

Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States and other countries.
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The Efficia CMS200 works with Goldway G30E/G40E patient
monitors with software revision A.01.05, and with SureSigns VM
patient monitors with software revision A.03.93 and later.
Philips IntelliBridge Enterprise Interoperability Solution required.
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